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We prove that a map A E sp(u, [w), the set of infinitesimally symplectic 
maps, is strongly stable if and only if its centralizer C(A) in sp(u, [w) contains 
only semisimple elements. Using the theorem that every B in sp(u, [w) close 
to A is conjugate by a real symplectic map to an element of C(A), we give a new 
proof of the openness of the set of strongly stable maps. Then we prove that 
the set of strongly stable maps is the interior of the set of all infinitesimally 
symplectic maps with purely imaginary or zero eigenvalues, and the connected 
components of this set are described. Finally, we give a new proof of the analytic 
conjugacy theorem for an analytic curve through a given strongly stable map. 
0. BASIC TERMINOLOGY 
Let V be a vector space over Iw and let u: Y x V + [w be a skew symmetric 
bilinear form which is nondegenerate, that is, the map u+: Y +L( V, Iw): 
x --t {y --+ u(x, y)} is an isomorphism. The pair (V, u) is a real symplectic 
vector space. A basis {x1 ,.,., x, , y1 ,.., , yn} of (V, u) is called a standard symplectic 
basis if and only if u(xi , yi) = aij and o(xi , xj) = u( yi , yi) = 0, that is the 
matrix of u# is J,* = [j” ‘$1. A real linear map S: V-t V is symplectic 
if u(SX, Sy) = U(X, y) for all x, y E V. The set of all real symplectic maps 
on (V, u) is denoted Sp(u, I&!). A real linear mapping A: P’+ V is injbzitesimally 
symplectic if a(Ax, y) + 0(x, Ay) = 0 f or all x, y E V. The set of all real 
infinitesimally symplectic maps on (V, u) is denoted sp(u, Iw). 
1. NORMAL FORMS FOR STABLE INFINITESIMALLY SYMPLECTIC MAPPINGS 
In this section we define the concept of a stable infinitesimally symplectic 
map, and we find a normal form for these maps. This was done in [2] but 
is included here for the reader’s convenience. 
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A map A E sp(u, W) is stable if it is semisimple and has purely imaginary 
eigenvalues. Recall that A is’ semisimple if its minimal polynomial mA is a 
product of irreducible polynomials over II8 of multiplicity 1. Thus A is stable 
if and only if mA(s) = I721 (9 + ai2) where oli > 0 and 0~~ # aj for i # j. 
A stable map A E sp((~, [w) is simply stable if and only if mA(S) = s2 + a2, (Y > 0. 
If A is simply stable, then A is invertible because A2 + 01~ = 0. Therefore 
the bilinear form 
TV: V x V-t R: (x,y) + a(Ax,y) 
is nondegenerate and symmetric since A E sp(u, R). TV is sign definite if it is 
either positive or negative definite. 
The next proposition gives a normal form for simply stable mappings. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose A E sp(u, R) is simply stable on (V, a), then 
there is a symplectic basis such that the matrix of T* is [i19.n f,, .] where I,,, = 
[k -!,I with 2(p + n) = dim V and the matrix of A = [z,, n’-i’p.n]. 
Proof [2]. Because 74 is nondegenerate and symmetric there is a nonzero 
vector x E V such that T~(x, x) = E where e2 = 1. Let W be the plane spanned 
by {x, (~/a) Ax}, then both u and 7A restricted to W are nondegenerate. W is 
A-invariant and the matrix of A on W is [& -71. 
Since u and 7A are nondegenerate on W, u is nondegenerate on W0 = 
{x E I’ / a(~, w) = 0 for all w E W}, and 7A is nondegenerate on WA = 
{x E I’ j TA(x, w) = 0 for all w E W}. Note that for x E W and y E V 
TA(Y, 4 = QY, 4 = -u(Y, Ax), 
and since A2 + 01~ = 0 on V, 
~~(y, Ax) = u(Ay, Ax) = u(y, or2x). 
Thus y E w7 if and only if y E W”. Put WL = Ws = Wa. Since W is A-invariant 
and A E sp(u, Iw), WL is A-invariant. Repeating the above argument for A 
on WL, we eventually obtain V = WI + ... + W, where Wi are planes 
invariant under A which are o and 74 nondegenerate and u and T orthogonal. 
Moreover each plane Wi has a symplectic basis {xi , yz} such that the matrix 
of 7A on Wi is [g’z zCi] and the matrix of A = [f., -y] where ci2 = 1. 
A suitable permutation v on m symbols gives a basis {x,,(i) ,..., %bn) 7 
yn(r) ,...,y,(,,) of V where A and TV have the desired form. u 
Suppose that A is stable and has characteristic polynomial XA(S) = 
l-IL1 (s2 f ai2)“i where oli > 0 and 0~~ # crj if i #j. Let Vi = JJjzi (A2 + ai2)“jV 
be a primary subspace of A on V. Then Vi is invariant under A, V = Cz, @ Vi , 
and the characteristic polynomial of A on Vi is (s2 + ai2)“i. Let qi(s) = 
SW/3 112-4 
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nj+i (9 + aja)y th en qi( -s) = qi(s). If i # j then Vi C Vju. For if x1 E Vi 
and yj E Vj , there are x, y E V such that xi = qi(A)x, yj = q,(A) y. Therefore, 
since A E sP(u, R) and xA(A) = 0, 
dXi 9 Yi) = u(qitA)x2 %tA)Y) = utx9 Qi(-4 Pi(4Y) 
= a(x~ !7iCA) 4jtA)Y) = u 
t 
x, n lA2 + %2)mk XA(A)Y 
k2i.j 1 
= 0. 
Suppose that for some i, u on Vi is degenerate; that is for some nonzero vector 
zEI/-i,u(~~,z)=Oforallx~E~~.Since~~~C~~forallj#i,u(x~,z)=O 
for all xi E Vj and all j. Since V = Czl @ V, , u(x, z) = 0 for all x E I’, 
which implies that a is degenerate and this is a contradiction. On the symplectic 
vector space (Vi , u 1 Vi) the infinitesimally symplectic stable mapping A is 
simply stable because the minimal polynomial of A on Vi is Sa + ai since 
A is stable. 
Therefore using Proposition 1.1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let A E sp(u, R) be stable with minim& polynomial mA(s) = 
ny=, (9 + ai2) where (yi > 0 and ai # aj for i # j. Then there is a sympkctic 
basis of (V, u) such that the matrix of A is 
0 
-%I, .n m nl 
0 
where 2(pi + ni) = dim Vi and on each printmy subspace Vi of A the matrix 
OfTAlk 
[ 
%Isi.ni 0 
0 I %Isi.ni . 
A stable mapping A E sp(u, R) is strongly stable if on each primary subspace 
vi , 741y, is sign definite. By Corollary I .l a strongly stable mapping has a 
normal form where either pi = 0 or ni = 0, but not both p, = 0 and ni = 0, 
for all i. 
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2. ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF STRONGLY STABLE MAPPINGS 
In this section we will show that strongly stable mappings in sp(u, IR) are 
precisely those stable mappings of sp(o, R) whose centralizer in sp(u, R) consists 
of semisimple mappings with purely imaginary or zero eigenvalues. 
We begin by computing the centralizer C(A) in sp(Ja, , W) of the simply 
stable mapping 
A = raP,*, -CYI CID*“1 
where OL > 0 and p + n = m > 0. Note that B E C(A) if and only if 
BtJan + J,mB = 0, (*) 
BA-AB=O, (**I 
where Bt is the transpose of B. Write B = G i] where a, b, c, d EgZ(m, R), 
the space of m x m real matrices. Then equation (*) gives d = --at, b = bt, 
c = 8, while equation (* *) gives 
bI,,n = --Imc, -a&,, = I,,&, 
-atIp,n = Ia Ip.2 = -I,,, , 
which in turn are equivalent to 
c = -I,,,bI 9,n 3 --&=I al 9.11 9.n 1 (***) 
because Ii+ = I, . Write a = [c 9 where a EgZ(p, R), 6 EgZ(n, R), /3 is a 
P X 7t real matrix, y is an n x p real matrix. Then equation (***) gives 
01 = --at, p = yt, 6 = --at. Therefore 
and 
ah = -I,,,al, b = b” I 
dimn C(A) = {$p(p - 1) + @(n - 1) i nP) 
+ *m(m + I) = m2 
where the sum of the terms in the braces is the number of linearly independent 
solutions of the second equation in (*:**) and the other term is the number 
of linearly independent m x m real symmetric matrices. 
Let 
u(p, n> = {B Egl(m, C) I B19,n + Ip,,,Bt = 01 
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be the set of skew hermitian matrices with respect to the hermitian form whose 
matrix is I,,, . Write B = C i] where a Egl(p, C), d E gZ(n, C), b is a p x n 
complex matrix, c is an n x p complex matrix. Then B E u(p, n) if and only if 
a = -8, d = --a”, b = 3. Therefore 
dim, u(p, n) = pa + na + 2pn = m2. 
The following argument shows that the mapping 
$kC(A)+u(p,n):B= [I iI 
9.n 9en 
-b ]-‘#B=a+iQ,, 
LnaLn 
is an isomorphism of real vector spaces. First, since I& = 1, and B E C(A), 
we have 
= 0 
which shows that #B E u(p, n). Second, # is real linear and injective, for 0 = $B 
implies a .= b = 0 and thus B = 0. Finally (CI is subjective because dim, C(A) = 
m2 = dim, u(p, n). 
Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A E sp(u, IR) b e simply stable and in normal form. 
Then C(A) is isomorphic to u(p, n) where m = n + p and the signature of 74 
is 2(p - n). 
Suppose that either p = 0 or n = 0 (but not both since m > 0). Since 
every element of ~(0, n) = u(m) = ~(p, 0) is semisimple, every element of 
C(iz) is semisimple. Since 74 is positive definite if n = 0 and negative definite 
if p = 0, A is strongly stable. Now suppose that p > 0 and n > 0. Then 
7A is not sign definite, that is, A is not strongly stable. Let I(,,,) be the p x n 
matrix given by 
if p = n, 
if p < n, 
if p > n, 
L 0 49.n) 1, 0 . hJ= ~h.9) 0 0 -I 
0” 
L 1 -49.7d * 
-I, -~(n.d 0 
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Because of the identities 
It (P,d = oh,??) 1 ~h,n)~h,s) = I, 9 ~h,zJ)~hn) = 4 9 
we have NE sp(Jam , R) ‘and NE C(A). But N is not semisimple, because 
hr2 = 0, that is N is nilpotent. Hence we have 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A E sp( Jzm , R) be simply stable and in normal form. 
Then A is strongly stable q and only if C(A) consists of semisimple elements. 
Moreover, C(A) is isomorphic to u(m). 
To compute the centralizer in sp(u, R) of a stable mapping A E sp(u, R) 
we need the following 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D = [p.n z) be a real diagonal (m + Y) x (m + Y) 
matrix where /3 > 0 and /3, -/3 are not eigenvalues of E,. . Let B, C be (m + Y) x 
(m + r) real matrices such that B = cBt, C = 4? with e2 = 1. If DC + BD = 0, 
then 
m r m Y 
Proof. Let 
m r m Y 
c = B = ,;il ‘I,] m, 
12 c22 y 
cjj = EC:j ) B, = cB:~ , (j = 1,2), 
where m = p + n. Then 0 = DC + BD implies 
BLG2 + B,24 = 0 
&C;2 + 43B42&, = 0 
which is equivalent to 
since E, = ETt and IP,n = Ib,n . From the second equation we have /3B,, = 
-Ia,,C12E, since I& = I, . Substituting this into the first equation we obtain 
0 = ID,nC12($ - Er2), which implies C,, = 0 since ID,a is invertible and 
/I2 - Er2 is invertible by hypothesis. Then B,, = 0 also. 1 
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Let 
where D is as above, and let 
which implies d = --at, b = bt, c = ct. Then B, commutes with A if and 
only if 
DC + bD = 0, aD + Dat = 0, 
CD + Db = 0, afD + Da = 0, 
which is equivalent to 
DC + bD = 0, 
(a + at)D + D(a + at) = 0, 
(a - at)D + D(a - a”) = 0. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 to the first equation gives 
m T m r 
while applying the same lemma to the last two equations gives 
and aI2 - ai1 = 0 so that 
m 7 
al2 + 4 = 0 
Note that the results for the last two equations can also be obtained from a 
well known theorem about commuting matrices [4]. Therefore B commutes 
with A if and only if 1:: [ 1 -1;: E dl2m 9 IF!) commutes with [z,, n -i’~.n] and 
[I:: 1 4% E N2r t R) commutes with [-i, 31. Repeating this argument gives 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If A E sp(u, R) is stable with normal form given in 
Corollary 1 .l, then the centralizer of A in sp(u, IR) is isomorphic to u(p, , nl) x 
... x Q%n, %I>. 
An immediate consequence is 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A E sp(u, R) be stable and in normal form. A is strongly 
stable if and only if its centralizer in sp(u, R) contains only semisimple elements. 
Moreover C(A) is ,isomorphic to u(pl + n,) x .*. x u(p, + n,). 
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Observe that if P E Sp(a, tw) then PAP-’ E sp(u, Iw) and C(PAP-‘) = 
PC(A)P-‘. Therefore if C(A) h as only semisimple elements then so does 
C(PAP-l). Consequently A need not be in normal form for the first statement 
in Corollary 2.2 to hold. 
3. OPENNESS OF STRONGLY STABLE MAPPINGS 
In this section we show that if A E sp(u, [w) is strongly stable, then any 
B E sp(~, [w) sufficiently close to A is strongly stable. 
We begin by recalling some definitions from Lie algebras. A linear Lie 
group G is a closed subgroup of GZ( V, 88), the set of real invertible linear maps 
of a real vector space I/’ into itself. The Lie algebra LG of G is a subalgebra 
of gE( V, Iw), the set of real linear maps of V into itself with Lie bracket defined 
by [a, b] = a o b - b 0 a for a, b EL, C gZ( V, W), where 0 denotes composition 
of linear maps. Since Lc _C gZ( V, rW) it makes sense to say that A E LG is semi- 
simple. Recall that A is semisimple if and only if A is diagonalizable on Vc, 
the complexification of V. If A ELM is semisimple, then adA: Lc + Lc: B + 
[A, B] is semisimple [9]. 
We now prove the basic conjugacy theorem. 
THEOREM 3. I. If A EL, is semisimple, then the mapping 
0: ker ad, x exp(im ad,) C LG X G -+ L,: (C, S) + S-‘(C f A)S 
is a local real analytic diffeomorphism near (0, I). 
Proof. We compute the tangent to 0 at (0, I) in the direction (D, B) as 
follows. Consider the partial mapping 
O(0, -): exp(im udJ C G + L,: S --+ S-1AS. 
If B E im ad, then 
y: [w -+ exp(im ad,) C G: t -+ exp tB 
is an analytic curve with y(O) = I. Hence 
T&O, 0): im ad, -+ L,: B -+ $ O(0, y(t)) llzO 
= $ exp(-tB)A exp(tB) It-O = A 0 B - B o A 
= adAB. 
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Next consider the partial mapping 
Then 
Therefore 
T,,U(., I): ker ad,, CL, + L,: D -+ D. 
and 
T(,,,,U(D, B) = T,,O(., I)D + T,B(O, *)B = D + adAB, 
Tto,,)U: ker ad.,, x im ad, + L,: (D, B) -+ D + adAB. 
Since A is semisimple, adA is semisimple. Thus L, = ker adA @ im adA . 
Consequently Tt,,,+J is an isomorphism. Since 0 is a real analytic mapping, 
by the inverse function theorem 0 is a local real analytic diffeomorphism from 
a neighborhood of (0,Z) to a neighborhood of 0(0, I) = A. 1 
The above theorem can be rephrased as follows. If A is a semisimple element 
ofL, , then every B ELM close to A is conjugate by a unique S, E exp(im ad,) C G 
to an element A + C, in the centralizer of A in Lo . 
We now show that strongly stable mappings are in the interior of the set 
of stable mappings. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that A E sp(u, R) is strongly stable. Then every 
B E sp(a, R) close to A is stable. 
Proof. Because A E sp(u, R) is strongly stable, A is invertible; that is 
A E GZ(V, R). Since GZ(V, R) is an open subset of the set of all linear maps 
of V into itself, every B E sp(u, R) close to A is in GZ( V, R). Because A is semi- 
simple, by Theorem 3.1 B is conjugate to some C, E C(A) by some PB E Sp(a, R). 
Since B E GZ( U, R) n sp(u, R), C, E GZ( I’, R) n sp(u, IX). Because A is strongly 
stable, there is P E Sp(u, R) such that d = PAP-l is in the normal form 
given by Corollary 1.1 with either pi = 0 or ni = 0 for all i. By Corollary 2.2 
the centralizer of A in sp(u, R) is C(A) = u( p, + n,) X ... X 24( p, + n,) 
which consists of linear maps which are semisimple with eigenvalues which 
are zero or purely imaginary. Because the centralizer of A in sp(u, R) is C(A) = 
P-V(A)P, C, s C(A) n GZ( V, II%) is an invertible semisimple linear map 
with purely imaginary eigenvalues; that is CB is stable. a 
We now show that the above corollary can be strengthened to 
THEOREM 3.2. Strongly stabZe mappings are an open subset of the set of 
stable mappings. 
Proof. Let A E sp(u, IR) be strongly stable on (I’, u). Then by Corollary 1.1 
there are A-invariant subspaces Vi, 1 < i < n, of dimension 2m, such that 
(1) u / Vi is a symplectic form on Vi ; (2) Vi and Vi are u-orthogonal if i # i; 
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(3) V = V, @ ... @ V, ; (4) A, = A / Vi has minimal polynomial s2 + CL; 
where oli > 0 and 01~ # aj if i # j; and (5) the map 
is sign definite. Let 11 . 11 be a norm for g1( Y, RI). If B E sp(u, R) and /I B - A I/ 
is sufficiently small, then by Theorem 3.1 and its corollary and by Proposition 2.2 
there is a unique PB E Sp(a, R) such that 
i? = P,BP;l E C(A) n GZ(V, R) = (u(wz~) x .s. x I) n GZ(V, R). 
Moreover, the mapping 
is smooth and PA = I. Actually the proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that Vi 
is B-invariant and 
Bi = B / Vi E u(m,) n GZ( Vi , R). 
Let WiB = Pi’ 1 Vi . Then (1) Wf is B-invariant; (2) u / WiE is a symplectic 
form; (3) Wf’ and Wf are u-orthogonal if i # j; (4) V = W,B @ ... @ W,*; 
and (5) Bd = B j WiB is stable. 
Now define a positive definite inner product y on V by 
where 
v=Z’]+~~~+v,Evl~~~~~v~, 
w = w, + ... + w, E v, @ *.. @ v, , 
si = if 7,+ is positive definite 
a, if ~~~ is negative definite. 
Clearly Vi and Vi are y-orthogonal if i # j. Consider the inner product 
T~#: WiB x WiB ---f R: (wi , w;) -+ u(Biwi , w;). 
For wi E WiB there is a unique ai E Vi such that wi = Pilvi. Then 
u(B~w~ ) Wf) = u(BPibi ) P~‘v<) = u(P~BP~‘v~ , Vi) 
where the last equality follows because PB E Sp((r, R). Now put 
fi = P,BP,-1 - A, 
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TAi > 0 if TAi is positive definite, 
T’Ai < 0 if TAi is negative definite. 
U(PBBP;;%Jj ) Wj) = U(AjWj , Wj) + U(BWj ) Wj) 
I 
2 w+Ji 7 4 - II IJ II II B II YbJi 3 4 
d -w+4 , 4 + II 0 II II B II Yh 9 4 
if T,+ > 0, 
if 7~~ < 0. 
Because the map B -+ PD is continuous and PA = I, it follows that the map 
8: B -+ 11 i) 11 is continuous and b(A) = 0. Therefore there is a S > 0 such 
that b(B) < 4 min tii/lI a II for all I/ B - A 1) < S. Thus 
Tp),: vj x vj --+ 88: (Wj , yj) --f u(&w, , yJ = u&BP,-‘w, , yi) 
is positive definite (negative definite) if 74 is positive definite (negative definite). 
Since TBj is equivalent to TB, by Pi1 I vi’, it follows that TBt has the same sign 
as TAi . Thus B is strongly stable. 1 
Here we give another proof that the set of strongly stable maps is open. 
This new viewpoint leads in a natural way to a new characterization (Theorem 3.3 
below) of this set. 
Let Y be the set of stable mappings, 9, the set of strongly stable mappings, 
and % the set of real infinitesimally symplectic mappings with at least one 
eigenvalue with nonzero real part. We then 
CLAIM. Y\YS is contained in the boundary of 42. 
Proof. If A E 5@\Y8 , then TA is not sign definite on all primary A-invariant 
subspaces V/ of A which are a-nondegenerate. Using the normal form for A 
of Corollary 1.1, there is an index i and an A-invariant, a-nondegenerate sub- 
space WC ViA with symplectic basis {e, , es , fi , fi) such that the matrix of 
Al Wis 
where oli > 0. 
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Let 
and B) W”= 0. 
Then B E sp(u, R). Since W is A + <B-invariant and A + EB E sp(a, R), WV is 
A + <B-invariant. Therefore the characteristic polynomial X,+,,(t) of A + EB 
factors: 
X,+,(4 = X(A+cB) I w(t) X(‘4,dt) I ww 
But for E # 0 
t4 + 
has four roots with nonzero real parts. Therefore A + EB E % for all E # 0. 
That is, A is contained in the boundary of 4Y. 1 
Suppose now that Y8 is not open in sp(u, R). Then every open ball g about 
A E y9 contains A’ E 9’\Y8 , since Y8 2 9. Let kF be an open ball about A’ 
with 9 C %?. Then by the claim there is U E w’ n 9%. Thus every open ball .%? 
about A intersects 9. But by Corollary 3.1, there is an open ball 9?” about A 
such that g” C 9. Since 9’ n & = 0, this is a contradiction. 1 
Let F be the set of real infinitesimally symplectic mappings with eigen- 
values which are either zero or purely imaginary. We will show that the set 
of strongly stable mappings Y8 is the interior of F. It suffices to show that Ys 
is dense in 9, because Y8 Z Y. Note that sp(o, R) = 7 u 9 and 9 is open, 
which implies 9 is closed [6, p. 151. 
We recall some terminology and results of [6] concerning normal forms of 
elements of sp(o, R). Consider the pair (A j W, W) where A E sp(u, R) and W 
is a u-nondegenerate, A-invariant subspace of (V, u). Two pairs (A 1 W, W) 
and (B 1 W’, IV’) are equivuZmt if and only if there is a real symplectic mapping 
P E Sp(u, !R) such that P 1 IV = Wand P-lAP 1 w’ = B 1 IV’. An equivalence 
class of pairs is called a type. Suppose (A 1 W, W) is an element of the type A. 
Then writing A = S + N where S is semisimple and N is nilpotent with 
SN = NS, the height of A is the smallest nonnegative integer m such that 
N”+l ) W = 0 while N” 1 W # 0. Suppose that (A 1 W, W) E A and there are 
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proper A-invariant, o-nondegenerate, u-orthogonal subspaces WI and W, such 
that W = WI @ W, . Then we write A = A, + A, where (A 1 Wi , Wi) ELI~ 
for i = 1,2. A type A which cannot be written as the sum of two types is an 
indecomposable type; in other words, if (A 1 W, W) E A and W has no proper 
a-nondegenerate, A-invariant subspace, then A is indecomposable. The main 
result in [6] is: every type is the sum of indecomposable types which are 
uniquely determined up to the order of the summands. From the list of repre- 
sentatives of indecomposable types [6, p. 241 only those in list #l (below) 
of height m can occur for elements of Y. 
LIST 1 
Matrix Representations with Respect to Symplectic Bases of Indecomposable 
Infinitesimally Symplectic Maps with Zero or Purely Imaginary Eigenvalues 
Matrix Characteristic polynomial 
1. 
2. 
0 
1 0 
. 1 . 
1’ 0 
0 0 -I 
0 -1 
0 0 -1 
6 0 
m odd, 6 = (- l)‘m-l’k, 
E = o(q ) NQl), 2 = 1 
m even 
0 
1 0 
1 . 
1’ 0 
m+1 
2 
m+1 
2 
m+1 
0 -1 
0 -1 
. --I 
m-t1 
0 
p+1 
p’m+l) 
List 1 continued 
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LIST I-Conzinued 
Matrix Characteristic polynomial 
_~__--.~ 
4. 
m odd, 6 = (- &+l)&, E = u(q , Nmel), 
6” = ],A zz [ 0 --a 0 ,a >O,I= I a 0 1 [ 0 1  
‘0 --Ea 
1 0 EN 
I .. 
io . --EC3 
m even, E = u(q , SNme,), 
E? = 1 ,a >o 
m+1 
The following argument shows that the set 9res of strongly stable mappings 
with distinct eigenvalues is dense in F. Let fn be the set of all CY E F such 
that the decomposition of GY into indecomposable types contains no type of 
height greater than n and at least one type of height II. Clearly 7 = 
u OSnSdimV FB . Suppose by induction that 9&s is dense in Fn for all n < m. 
Let @EFwL. Write the type (67, V) as the sum of two types (a 1 Vi, Vi) E di 
with i = 1,2, where A1 is the sum of indecomposable types (a 1 Vjl, V,‘) E djl 
all with height equal to m and A2 is empty or has height 71 for some n < m. 
Thus CI 1 Vr E & and d 1 P2 E Fn for some tl < m. Note that A1 is nonempty 
because GE’ E Fm . Choose (A 1 Wj , Wj) E dir so that A 1 Wj is in one of the 
normal forms given in list #l . Consider the one parameter family of perturba- 
tions A, 1 Wj of representatives of indecomposable types in 9 of height m 
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which corresponds to A 1 Wj and is given in list #2. From the characteristic 
polynomial of A, 1 W, and the list of indecomposable types in Y of height m 
given in list #I, we see that if X # 0 then A, 1 W, E & for some tt < m, that is, 
LIST 2 
Infinitesimally Symplectic Perturbations Depending on a Parameter X of the 
Corresponding Matrix in List 1 
Matrix Characteristic polynomial 
1. 
2. 
‘0 
1 0 
1 . 
0 -AZ 
1 0 
0 
0 
s 
m odd, m > 3, 
if m -= 1 then 
[: -PI 
0 
1 0 
1 . 
10 
x 
0 
0’ 
x 
-- 
m even, m > 2, 
if m = 0 then 0 -A [ 1 A 0 
0 -1 
0 -1 
0 -1 
x2 0 
-A 
0 
0 
--A 
0 -1 
0 -1 
-I 
0 
m+l 
2 
t’ + A” 
m+l 
m+l 
t’ + x2 
-.__ 
List 2 continued 
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LIST 2-Continued 
Matrix Characteristic polynomial 
3. 
4. 
m odd, m > 3, A = ,a > 0, 
0 
B= 
-(a + A) 0-h 0 1 ,A > 0,z =
if m = 1 then 
[it -T7 
0 
I 0 
I . 
m even, m > 2, a > 0, 
h>O,B=a$-h, 
if m = 0 then 0 -$I c I 4 0 
-I 
0 
. -1 
0 
(t” + (a - A)“)@* + (a + w 
m+l 
m+I 
P + (a + A)* 
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the type (A, 1 Wi, Wi) E Ai,, with h # 0 is a sum of indecomposable types 
of height less than m. Because (@ / Vjl, V,l) and (A / Wj , Wi) E Ail, there is 
a real symplectic mapping Pj E @(a, R) such that PjVjl = Wj and a / V,l = 
Pj:‘APj 1 Vjl. Let 
~ 
A 
= PJy’AAPj on Vj’ 
t a on Vjz 
If h # 0, then GZ E Yn for some n < m because (OZA / V$, V,l) and (A, I Wj , Wj) E 
A:*“. By the induction hypothesis Y reg is dense in & for all 71 < m. Because 
for every h # 0 there is n < m such that @A E Yn , given E > 0 there is 
B,E~~eBsuchthatII~~--B,II <+.S ince QZA -+ Q as h + 0 by construction, 
for h sufficiently small and positive /I G& - r?pIII < &. Thus /I 0! - B, I/ < E, 
and this proves that 9& is dense in Ym . 
To complete the induction we have to examine the case m = 0. Suppose 
DYE Y0 . Then 6? is semisimple, and its normal form A obtained from list #l 
(or a slight generalization of the proof of Corollary 1 .I) is [t -,“I where 
D = diag(d, ,..., 
diag(4 + pl ,..., 
ds,). Let p = (pi ,..., ps,J and A, = [“,, -21 where D,, = 
d,, + pan). Clearly there are p arbitrarily close to 0 such 
that A, has distinct purely imaginary eigenvalues. Defining Ol,, = P-lA,P 
where Gi? = P-lAP and P E Sp(a, R), we obtain: given E > 0 there is a p 
such that 6Q E Strep and 11 Q? - OZU jl < E. Thus Y&s is dense in Ys, and we 
have proved 
THEOREM 3.3. In sp(o,.R) th e set of strongly stable maps is the interior of 
the set of maps with zero or purely imaginary eigenvalues. 
In this section we determine the connected components of 9,) the set of 
strongly stable matrices in sp(Jsm, R). 
Let 
g = {(k, r, 6) / conditions (i), (ii), (iii) hold} 
(i) k E h with 1 < k < m; 
(ii) r = (rl ,..., rk) E P with 1 < ri < m for j = l,..., k and 
r,+...+r,=m; 
(iii) E = (El )..., E~)E Zk with E~E{--I, l} forj = I,..., k; 
and let 
Pk = {a = (a1 ,..., a*) E R” IO < 011 < ... < a& 
For 0~~ E Yl and cl E {- 1, l} let Acl(al) be the type which contains the pair 
(A, Rz) where A = [&, -yl] is in sp(Js , W). For convenience we write rAGI 
instead of the sum of A%(a,) repeated r times. For (k, r, E) E .f define 
A(r, E, a) = rlAcl(al) + ... + rLAck(ak), 
Ys(P,(k, r, c) = (a E Ys / (/It!, R2”) E A(r, E, a) for some o! = (01~ ,..., c+) E PPR}. 
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From Corollary 1.1 we see that every element of Sp, is a member of some 
spS(K, Y, <)-in fact a unique member because of the ordering of the components 
of d!.YB,. Thus 
yi, = u X(4 y, c> 
(k,r,r)cF 
is a finite disjoint union. Consequently the sets YS(h, Y, c) are candidates for 
the connected components of y7. For (k, r, E) E 9 let 
Clearly (A, , R?“) E Jr, E, a) for every 01 E gk . Since 
the mapping 
$: Sp&, R) x N(k, Y, E) + 9@, Y, 6): (P, A,) --f P-lA,P 
is surjective. The mapping I/J is also continuous because 
5: W.L , Y x Wmz 7 W - NL 3 W: (Q, B) - Q-Q 
is continuous. Therefore y?(K, r, E) is connected because Sp(JZm. , R) is con- 
nected [lo, p. 921, and JV(K, Y, e) is connected since it is a convex cone in 
KL ) w. 
Actually more can be said about cYS(k, Y, 6). Below we will show that 
YJK, T, E) is a simply connected differentiable submanifold of sp(J,, , R) which 
is diffeomorphic to (S&J,, , R)/U(r,) x ... x U(rJ) x N(K, Y, .s), 
First we show that YS(~, Y, c) is a submanifold of sp(Jsm, R). Let U, be 
the Lie algebra of U,. = U(YJ x ..* x U(Y,). For A, E N(K, r, e) C sp(Jzm , R) 
let JY be the image of adA, . By Proposition 2.2 u, is the centralizer of A, in 
~PU2m > R), that is, U, is the kernel of ad,= . Therefore sp(J2%, E-8) = J&’ + u, . 
There is an open set V C & about 0 such that (exp V) U, = &’ is an open 
subset of Sp(JZnt, R)/U, = M containing IV, [I 1, p. 3501. Let Q E exp V. 
Then the map 
50513r/a-5 
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is a smooth local section for the fibration p: Sp(],, , III) ---f M about IU,. 
[II, p. 3521. Consider the map 
Since 
‘ps: s x u, C M x u, + S~(lan, W: (QU, , 4 
+ P-‘4QW1(4 + u) s(QUr>f’ 
= P-‘Q-‘(A, + u) QP. 
is an isomorphism (compare the proof of Theorem 3.1), ~p$ is a local diffeo- 
morphism with 
p,(IU, , 0) = P-IA,P = LX 
There is a sufficiently small open set @ C u, containing 0 such that 
A + u EN@, Y, E) 
for all 
u E w = [(-Jqk, 5 4 u (0) u 44 6 41 n % 
and a sufficiently small open set #” is .%’ CM containing IV, such that 
p’s 1 (X’ x W) is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of fl E 9’JK, r, e). 
Thus Ys(s(k, r, G) is a submanifold of sp(Jsm, R). 
To show that Ys(p,(K, Y c) is diffeomorphic to M x N(k, Y, E), we first observe 
that for every A, EJV(K, Y, E) the centralizer of A, in sp(Jsn2 , R) is 
u, = j 
fll 
. . 
Bl 
I- 
1 -4 
E Sp(Jmz , RI/ [Z -21 3 3 
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(compare the proof of Proposition 2.2). Note that lJ, does not depend on the 
choice of A, EJV(~, 7, c). Therefore the map 
4: sp(j2m , R) x A’@, 7,~) -j %(k, 7,~): (R 4 - P-14P 
induces a map 
4: M x J’-(k, 7, l ) + 9s(k, 7, c): (QU, , A,) - Q-lAaQ. 
The map z,& is bijective: surjective because 4 is surjective; injective because 
if IS!, SS E y*(k) 7, E), then there are P, R E Sp(j,, , R) and a unique A, E 
J(k, Y, 6) such that P-WP = A, = R-‘9?R which implies PR-I E CT, ; thus 
PU, = RUT. Because &QU7, A, + B) = qos(QU7, B) for (QU,. , B) E z?’ x 
%‘, the map I$ is a local diffeomorphism. Hence $ is a diffeomorphism. 
To show that Ys(k, 7, l ) is simply connected it suffices to show that M is 
simply connected, because N(k, 7, E) is convex, which implies that it is simply 
connected. Because p: Sp(Jzn2 , R!) ---f IM is a fibration with connected fiber U, , 
we have the following exact sequence of fundamental groups [l 1, p. 3521 
If i is surjective then z-,(M) = 0. Because v~(SJMJ,, , W)) = 2, it suffices to 
find an element of n,(U,) which is a generator of rr,(Sp(Jznz , R)). Let 
y: s--f UT c SP(J*m 
0 
I 
-~ 
0 
0 
-sin tlrl 0 
0 0 
-_____ . 
cos t& 0 
0 I 1 
Then [y], the homotopy class of y, is the desired element of ,(U,). 
4. A REAL ANALYTIC CONJUGACY THEOREM 
In this section we show that a real analytic curve of infinitesimally symplectic 
mappings passing through a strongly stable mapping is locally real symplectically 
conjugate to a real analytic curve of strongly stable mappings which are in 
normal form. 
We start by proving a unitary analogue of the desired theorem. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let h: Iw --f u(n) be a real analytic curve of skew hermitian 
mappings where h(0) is diagonal. Then there is an open interval 0 containing 0 
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and a real analytic curve of unitary mappings U: 8 C R -+ U(n) such that 
H: f3 C R + u(n): t -+ U(t)-l h(t) U(t) 
is real analytic and diagonal. 
Proof [7]. Since h is real analytic, h(t) = CT=, h,ti where hi E u(n). If 
hj = iAJ for some hj E Iw and all i, then put U(t) = 1, thus proving the 
theorem. Otherwise there is a smallest subscript k such that hj = h,I for 
0 < j < k - 1 while h, # ihI for any X E Iw. Thus h may be written h(t) = 
(x.:fs,’ iAjt’)I + (h, + x:ehl hk+#) tk. By the spectral theorem there is a unitary 
mapping U’ which conjugates h, to a diagonal matrix hk E u(n), that is 
(U/)-l h,U’ = h; = where pi E R, 
pi+pj if ifj, and sr+...+s, = n. Since h, $I iAI for any h E Iw, 
h; f ihI for any h E [w. So we may suppose that sr < n. It is easy to see that 
the centralizer of h; in u(n) is u(si) x ... x u(sJ. Since hk is semisimple we 
may use Theorem 3.1 with G = U(n) and& = u(n) to obtain an open interval 
0 containing 0 and a real analytic curve U,: ~9 C [w + U(n) which conjugates 
h; + J& hk+# where h;,, = (U’)-1 h,+eU’ into a real analytic curve R,: 0 C 
[w ---f u(si) x ... x u(sJ with h”,(O) = h; . Therefore for all t E 0 
[U’U,(t)]-‘h(t)[U’U,(t)] = 
Repeating the above argument on each block of & gives the desired result 
after a finite number of repetitions since the block size decreases at each 
repetition. 1 
We now prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let y: R + sp(u, 08) be a real analytic curve with y(O) strongly 
stable. Then there is an open interval 0 containing 0 and a real analytic curve 
p: 0 C IF! -+ Sp(u, R) such that the curve 
r: e c R ---f sp(u, R): t -+ B(t)-1 y(t) /i(t) 
is real analytic and P(t) is in normal form. 
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Proof, Since r(O) is strongly stable there is a P E Sp(a, R) such that 
P-ly(O)P = 14 is in normal form; that is 
0 
where 01~ > 0, 01~ =I aj if i # j, 275( pi f ni) = dim V, either p, = 0 or 
ni =~: 0. Define the real analytic curve 
y: 6 c R 3 sp(cl, R): t ---t P-ly(t)P. 
Then y(O) = A. S ince A is strongly stable and in normal form, from Theo- 
rem 3.1, there is an open interval 0’ C 0 containing 0 and real analytic curves 
s: 8’ c R + Sp(a, R) 
G: 0’ _C R + C(A) _C sp(u, R) 
with S(0) =: I and G(0) = ,4 such that G(t) = s(t)-r y(t) S(t) for all t ~0’. 
By the corollary of Proposition 2.2, C(A) the centralizer of A in sp(o., R) consists 
of real infinitesimally symplectic maps of the form 
6, 
b ,,L 
-.. Q It 
- anjt 
where ae , b, E ,$( p, + n, , R) and a, = ---a, t, 6, = bet. The Lie algebra of the 
unitary group is imbedded in sp(J, R) by the mapping 
j: +> - sp(J, R): a + ib + [;: -“I n 
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where a = --at, b = bt. Therefore 
j-y C(A)) = r+ibl . . . um+ibj gu(pl+nl) x . . . xu(pm+n,). 
Consider the real analytic curve of skew hermitian maps 
t?: 0’ C [w --+ u(n): t +j-l(G(t)). 
Then by Lemma 4.1 there is an open interval 0” C 8’ containing 0 and real 
analytic curves 
u: 8” c R -+ U(n): t --f U(t), W) 
with p(O) = j-*(A) such that for all t E 8”, U(t)-’ e(t) U(t) = p(t). The 
unitary group U(n) is imbedded in the real symplectic group Sp(J, R) by the 
mapping 
f: U(n) ---t Sp(J, R): a + ib ---f [l -t] 
where abt = bat and uut + bV = I. Define the curves 
and 
p: 0” c Iw -+ Sp(J, R): t -+ PAS(t) fl(U(t)) 
r: 8” c ITa -+ sp(J, R): t -q@+(t)). 
Then p, I’ are real analytic and for all t E 8” and /3(t)-’ y(t) l(t) = r(t). m 
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